
Tilburg

For the steamship, see SS Tilburg.
Tilburg [ˈtɪlbʏr(ə)x] is a landlocked municipality and a

Dutch Topographic map of Tilburg, as per March 2014

city in the Netherlands, located in the southern province
of Noord-Brabant. Tilburg municipality also includes the
villages of Berkel-Enschot and Udenhout. With a popu-
lation of 210,289, it is the second largest city of Noord-
Brabant, and the sixth largest city of the Netherlands.
Its metropolitan area, which includes Goirle, consists of
300,249 inhabitants.
Tilburg University is located in Tilburg, as are Avans Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences and Fontys University of Ap-
plied Sciences.
Tilburg is known for its 10-day-long funfair,[7] the largest
in the Benelux, held in July each year. The Monday dur-
ing the funfair is called “Roze Maandag” (Pink Mon-
day), and is primarily gay-oriented, though also enjoyed
by many heterosexuals.
There are three railway stations within the municipality:
Tilburg, Tilburg Universiteit and Tilburg Reeshof. The
75-hectare “Spoorzone” area around Tilburg Central sta-
tion used to be owned by Dutch Railways as one of its na-
tional train maintenance yards. It has recently been pur-
chased by the city and is currently being transformed into
a happening urban zone, which should become an integral
part of the inner city.

1 History

Little is known about the beginnings of Tilburg. The
name “Tilburg” first appeared in documents dating from

709 AD but after that there was no mention for several
centuries. In the later Middle Ages, Tilburg referred to a
region rather than a particular town or village; its popu-
lation was largely in a couple of hamlets, one of which
was known as “Eastern Tilburg” (Oost-Tilburg), which
was later reflected in the name of Oisterwijk (“Eastern
Quarter”). This village centred around a small (proba-
bly wooden) castle or Motteburcht on an equally small
hill, which became derelict and was torn down after a few
centuries at most. Of this first “Tilburg Castle”, nothing
remained c. 2000, except for a few remnants of its moat
in the suburbs of Oisterwijk. In the 14th century, Tilburg
was proclaimed amanor; together with Goirle, it acquired
the title of “The Manor of Tilburg and Goirle”.
Successively, the manorial rights fell into the hands of
several lords of noble lineage. They derived their income
from taxes, fines and interest paid by the villagers.
In the 15th century, one of the lords of Tilburg, Jan van
Haestrecht, built Tilburg Castle. “That stone chamber at
Hasselt” is mentioned in several historical documents. In
1858, however, the castle was pulled down to make way
for a factory, but the name lives on, in the city arms and
logo. A replica of the foundations of the castle was re-
stored in ca. 1995 in its original location, after the fac-
tory was demolished. In 1803, Goirle was separated from
Tilburg and on 18 April 1809, Tilburg was granted city
status. In that year, it had about 9,000 inhabitants. In
2009 Tilburg hosted several festivities in celebration of
200 years as a city. Because of the 4 apples.

1.1 Wool capital of the Netherlands

Tilburg grew around one of the so-called “herd places”,
triangular plots where a number of roads (usually
sand roads) met. These herd places were collective
pasturelands for flocks of sheep. Their shape is still re-
flected in the layout of many places in Tilburg. Many
districts, including Korvel, Oerle, Broekhoven, Hasselt,
Heikant, De Schans, and Heuvel, bear the names of these
old hamlets. The poor farmers living in these hamlets
soon decided not to sell the wool from their sheep but
to weave it themselves, and for a long time, much of
the space inside their small houses was occupied by a
loom—by the 17th century these numbered about 300.
Enterprising people saw their chance. As so-called “drap-
ers” they supplied the weavers with the raw materials for
their “home working”, and the first Tilburg “mill houses”
came into existence. From then on, the wool industry un-
derwent rapid growth, and in 1881 Tilburg had as many
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as 145 woollen mills. Home weaving continued, how-
ever, until the early 20th century. Woollen textiles from
Tilburg were known far and wide. After the World War
II Tilburg retained its place as wool capital of the Nether-
lands, but in the 1960s the industry collapsed and by the
1980s the number of wool mills could be counted on the
fingers of one hand. Present-day Tilburg industry con-
sists of a wide variety of enterprises. The main economic
sector has become transport and logistics with a variety
of industry as a close second.

1.2 Urban Renewal

At the same time as the wool industry collapsed, Cees
Becht was the mayor of Tilburg. While he was in of-
fice, many buildings were destroyed, including some very
precious monuments. The neighbourhood Koningswei
(King’s Meadows) was demolished and replaced by Kon-
ingsplein (King’s Square). The old neighbourhood was
some kind of slum and had to be replaced by newer de-
velopment. The newer development, however, wasn't as
successful as was expected, and the square feels aban-
doned most of the year.[8] Considered even worse was
the demolition of the old city hall. This classicistic-styled
building was a national-registered monument, but even
that didn't prevent Becht’s plans to demolish it to build
the nine-storey, modern-day, black complex.[9] A part
of the empty area was used to build the system of the
inner Cityring.[10] Another building that was demolished
was the old railway station, which was replaced due to
Hoogspoor (literally: high rails), a project bringing the
railway on viaducts to reduce traffic congestion in the
years around 1960. The century-old station building was
replaced by the modern one.[11] Because of all of this and
some more parts of Tilburg, Cees Becht gained the dubi-
ous nickname Cees the Sloper (Cees the demolisher)[12]

1.3 Modern history

In the 1980s, many locations, formerly occupied by
wool factories had been filled with small-scale housing
projects. Thismostly happenedwhenHenk Letschert was
mayor of Tilburg.[13] The Heuvel, one of the important
squares, had its own lime tree until 27 April 1994, be-
ing chopped for a bicycle parking basement. The cut-
down led to many protests, because the tree was still
healthy. After the Pieter Vreedeplein reconstruction,
plans were made to plant a descendant of the original
lime tree. Three were placed, only one of them sur-
vived. The last living tree was moved to another loca-
tion again,[14] but died shortly after. As of 23 November
2011, no more descendants have been placed. The cur-
rent one is just another lime tree.[15] In the 1990s Tilburg
developed a modern skyline. Because of new policy three
buildings were build, which are considered skyscrapers
in the Netherlands. These are the Interpolis headquar-
ters, the Westpoint Tower and StadsHeer. TheWestpoint

Tower has an altitude of 143,1 meters and was shortly
the tallest residential tower in The Netherlands, until the
Montevideo in Rotterdam surpassed it. De 'StadsHeer'
is the third one and is part of the 'Haestrechtkwartier'
(Haestrecht quarter). The residential tower is criticized
for its cubic balconies taped onto the building. Therefore,
the tower is nicknamed De Vogelkooikes (Bird cages).

1.4 King William II

King William II (1792–1849) always bore a warm heart
towards Tilburg. “Here I can breathe freely and I feel
happy”, he once said about the town, and he acted ac-
cordingly. King William II always supported Tilburg—
he provided money to improve the sheep breeding, built
new farms and founded a cavalry barracks on the St.
Joseph Street, now a monumental building of the City
Archives. Although the King was always made welcome
by the manufacturers he had befriended, he needed his
own residence in Tilburg, and commissioned the con-
struction of a palace, which would function as his coun-
try residence. Construction started in 1847 and was com-
pleted just days beforeWilliam II died, in 1849. It is now
part of Tilburg City Hall. In 1987 an obelisk was erected
nearby, in memory of KingWilliam II. It replaced the old
“needle” dating from 1874, which was removed from the
street in 1968. After its restoration, William II’s statue
has got a place again in the heart of the city, where he
felt happy among its inhabitants. The local football club
Willem II Tilburg was named after the king.

2 Topography

2.1 Tilburg Centrum

Location of Tilburg-Centrum

Tilburg Centrum is the downtown of Tilburg, and is sit-
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uated between (clockwise) the Spoorlaan, Heuvelring,
Paleisring, Schouwburgring and Noordhoekring, which
is the same as the order of the one-way roads around the
district. The district has 6.331 inhabitants, and most of
the shops, hotels, restaurants and cafes of the city. In
2008, the reconstructed Pieter Vreedeplein was opened
to public, creating more shopping area in the city which
had not the shopping possibilities as similar-sized cities in
the Netherlands. Two smaller cinemas were replaced by
a bigger one on the Pieter Vreedeplein in 2007. Despite
being called Centrum, the district is lying far southeast
of the geographical center. The district is connected by
Tilburg railway station.

2.2 Oud-Noord

Location of Tilburg Oud-Noord

Oud-Noord is situated north of the railway that crosses
Tilburg, and between the Ringbanen (Ring roads around
the city center). The district has 31.649 inhabitants. Con-
temporary arts museumDe Pont is located within the dis-
trict. When the railway marshalling yard belonging to the
Nederlandse Spoorwegen became obsolete, a consider-
able stretch of the railway across the city, the Spoorzone,
became an urban renewal project. New premises for two
courses run by Fontys University of Applied Sciences will
be located here, as will Tilburg’s new central library, re-
placing the library in Koningsplein [16] The railway yard
is the largest area, though more areas along the railway
will be reconstructed.[17]

2.3 Oud-Zuid

Oud-Zuid is a district south, and also west and east of
downtown Tilburg. The district has 38.659 inhabitants.
As of 2012, all the 'skyscrapers’ of Tilburg, higher than
100 m (330 ft) are located within the district. The Hart
van Brabantlaan is almost surrounded by high buildings

Location of Tilburg Oud-Zuid

like Westpoint Tower and the StadsHeer as a small part
of the urban renewal. This area along the railway is
partly located in Oud-Zuid. Many important locations in
Tilburg are located within the district, just out of the cen-
ter, such as 013 music venue and the Schouwburg built in
1961. Also the Koningsplein with the main library and
the Piushaven are located within the district. Old herd
places include Korvel, Broekhoven and Oerle.

2.4 Noord

Location of Tilburg-Noord

Tilburg-Noord is located north of the Wilhelminakanaal.
The district has 22.763 inhabitants. Tilburg-Noord is
built in the period 1966–1974. Therefore, it has many
apartment buildings up to 16 floors, drive-in houses,
green strips and industrial development. The streets in
this district are mostly named after musicians from the
renaissance up to pop artists from the 1960s. The main
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shopping center is Wagnerplein, while there’s also the
Verdiplein in Stokhasselt. The one at the Tartinistraat be-
came defunct.[18] Before the district was built, it mainly
was agricultural area with some villages. The most no-
table was Heikant, which is still the name of the biggest
neighbourhood. Its former village square including the
old church is still present. The northernmost part of the
district is still agricultural with some forests. In this agri-
cultural area, the blessed Peter Donders was born, there
still stands a chapel and a procession park.

2.5 Oost

Location of Tilburg-Oost

Tilburg-oost consists of primarily industrial development.
Residential neighbourhoods are in a small strip east of the
Ringbaan Oost rather than the whole district, however, is
not considered as a part of the city center. The district
only has 770 inhabitants.

2.6 Zuid

Tilburg-Zuid is located between the A58 motorway and
the Ringbaan Zuid, and is the southernmost district.
Tilburg-zuid has 14.836 inhabitants. The district contains
two neighbourhoods and many businesses. The football
club Willem II is located within the district, as well as
the ice-skating rink with a speed skating rink, the Ireen
Wüst IJsbaan, is located here. Next to the Ice Skating
rink, there’s a Multiplex cinema with twelve screens and
there’s a large campus where the most courses of Fontys
in Tilburg are located. The district contains a hospital
(St. Elisabeth hospital) and has one of the largest parks
of Tilburg, the Leijpark.

Location of Tilburg-Zuid

Location Tilburg-West

2.7 West

Tilburg-west was mostly built after WWII, and has
29.611 inhabitants. The district with its neighbourhoods
consist mostly of small brick houses and apartment build-
ings, except for Zorgvlied, which contains more expen-
sive, free-standing houses. TheWestermarkt is the largest
shopping center out of the inner city. Many higher educa-
tional buildings are standing here, like as the Tilburg Uni-
versity and Avans Hogeschool. Another place of many
schools is along the Reitse Hoevenstraat with multiple
secondary schools. The district is connected by train
with the Tilburg Universiteit railway station and has one
of the two hospitals in Tilburg (TweeSteden ziekenhuis).
The largest mosque of Tilburg, the Turkish Süleymaniye-
Mosque built in 2001, stands in the southeastern corner of
the district. West is surrounded by forests likeWandelbos
and the Oude Warande, located west of the university.
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2.8 Reeshof

Location of the Reeshof

See also: Reeshof

The Reeshof is the westernmost district and the most re-
cent expansion of the city of Tilburg proper. and has
a population of 42.696 inhabitants. Because of this,
the Reeshof became the largest district of Tilburg. The
first houses were completed in 1980, in the neighbour-
hood Gesworen Hoek. As of 2012, the last neighbour-
hood (Koolhoven Buiten) is under construction. The
district is connected by Tilburg Reeshof railway station
and multiple roads that encircle the district plus the in-
dustrial development Vossenberg north of the Wilhelmi-
nakanaal. The Donge runs through the district, including
the nature development with some Highland cattle graz-
ing between the fences protecting the surrounding neigh-
bourhoods. This small-scale nature project is called the
Dongevallei,[19] which literally means Donge Valley in
English.

2.9 Villages of Berkel-Enschot and Uden-
hout

See also: Berkel-Enschot and Udenhout

3 Demographics

3.1 Ethnic makeup

As of 1-1-2011, the population of Tilburg consisted of
206,234 persons. According to the Tilburg city council,
the city will reach a population of 217,000 inhabitants
the year 2025. Of these, 23,3% or some 47,964 people
are of foreign descent.[20] People are classified as being

of foreign descent when they were born outside of the
Netherlands, or when at least one of their parents was
born outside of the Netherlands.

• Dutch (158,270) (76.7%)

• Turks (7,786) (3.8%)

• Moroccans (5,483) (2.7%)

• Indonesians (5,077) (2.5%)

• Antilleans/Arubans (4,333) (2.1%)

• Surinamese (3,315) (1.6%)

• Somalis (1,159) (0.6%)

• Others (20,811) (10.1%)

3.2 Religions

The Tilburg agglomeration has the following religious
makeup as of 2003:[21]

• Roman Catholic (60.7%)

• Atheism (21.7%)

• Dutch Reformed (7.8%)

• Islam (4.8%)

• Reformed (4.4%)

4 Geography

4.1 Climate

Tilburg experiences an oceanic climate (Köppen climate
classification Cfb) similar to almost all of the Nether-
lands. The most notable fact from Western Brabant is
that there are more thunderstorms than anywhere else in
the Netherlands, up to 31 days a year.[22]

5 Economy

The economy was concentrated on wool industry for cen-
turies, however, since the 1960s, Tilburg made more
progress in having different kinds of industries, supported
by the government to prevent the city from poverty af-
ter the decline of wool industry. Chemical company
IFF [24] has a factory in Tilburg. In the 1980s, the
Japanese company Fujifilm came in Tilburg.[25] Insur-
ance companies like Interpolis and CZ are headquartered
in Tilburg, as well as transportation/distribution indus-
tries situated in Tilburg for being the geographical center
of the Benelux-countries. Iris Ohyama has its European
offices in Tilburg.[26]
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6 Education

6.1 Tilburg University

See also: Tilburg University

Higher education is of significant importance, with
Tilburg University attracting scholars from all over the
world. It has a student population of about 13,000
students, about 8 per cent of whom are international
students.[27] This percentage has steadily increased over
the past years.[28] TiU offers both Dutch-taught and
English-taught programmes.
The institution has gained a reputation in both research
and education. In the field of economics, the Faculty
of Economics and Business Administration ranked #1 in
Europe for the second consecutive time in 2007 accord-
ing to the Journal of the European Economic Association
with regard to publications in top journals.[29] In 2007 the
Executive MBA program at the university’s TiasNimbas
Business School ranked # 11 in the world according to
the Financial Times.[30] In the field of law, Tilburg Uni-
versity was ranked #1 in the Netherlands for the last three
years according to Elsevier Magazine.[31]

7 Culture and recreation

Tilburg is a pilot city of the Council of Europe and the
EU Intercultural cities programme.

7.1 Beverages

Schrobbelèr is a local liqueur. It has an alcoholic percent-
age of 21.5%, slightly lower than most bitters and has a
relatively sweet flavour. The drink is sold in a stone jar
and is drunk cold from own glass, a high and tiny chalice
glass, larger than a Jägermeister glass [32] The drink origi-
nated in 1973 when Tilburgian entrepreneur Jan Wassing
started experimenting with a drink with lower alcoholic
percentage that was appropriate for his stomach. The re-
sult was successful. The drink is distilled now at Loven
industrial area in Tilburg by the Eindhoven company
Schrobbeler Ltd, without the è on the last vowel. The
drink is especially drank at Carnival. The name is de-
rived from the profession of 'Schrobbelaar', in the textile
industry in Tilburg. The profession was unskilled and had
a low wage.
Another known drink fromTilburg is Peerke’s Nat, which
has a higher alcoholic percentage than Schrobbelèr (25%)
and is introduced at the beatification of Peter Donders
(locally named Peerke). The drink is sold in bottles of 70
centiliters.
The Koningshoeven Brewery brews trappist beer and is
the only brewery in the Netherlands who does so. It was

founded in 1884 at Koningshoeven Abbey.

7.2 Open air art

The statue of Willem II

Tilburg has some notable art in the city, mostly sup-
ported by KORT (Kunst in Open Ruimte Tilburg, Dutch
for Art in Open Space Tilburg).[33] The most notorious
example is the turning house on the Hasseltrotonde, a
roundabout,[34] mostly being criticised for being 'no art'
and 'waste of money'. However, the house was erected
in 2008. Except for being responsible for newer, modern
art, KORT also gives information about older works of
art, like the Willem II statue on the Heuvel.

7.3 Festival city, music

The city of Tilburg hosts many festivals, such as Incubate,
Festival Mundial (world culture), Stranger Than Paranoia
(jazz), Tilburg Students Festival, and Roadburn Festival.
013 is a modern pop-centre where artists like Nick Cave,
Jerry Lee Lewis, and GZA performed. Paradox is a club
for experimental jazz and improvised music. Fontys Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences started a pop-academy in the
beginning of the 21st century, and students often perform
on local stages.
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7.4 Museums

Tilburg has an outstanding museum of Modern Art – De
Pont Foundation. There is a large textile museum, offer-
ing not only a historical view in its former factory, but also
a laboratorium for design, production and development of
textile as a material. Another museum is Noordbrabants
Natuurmuseum.

7.5 Parks and forests

A lot of parks and forests provide people from Tilburg
area for recreation. The Leijpark and the Reeshofpark
are the largest among the parks in Tilburg. The Leij-
park is famous for Festival Mundial and lies next to the
St. Elisabeth hospital and a monastery, the Cenakel. The
Reeshofpark is created in the late 1990s, including some
restaurants opened in 2011.[35] Some older parks include
the Wilhelminapark in Oud-Noord, is built on the square
of the former herd place Veldhoven. Tilburg offers, in
comparison to other top-ten cities in the Netherlands the
most forest area. In the municipality, Tilburg has the
Wandelbos, a forest south of the similarly named neigh-
bourhood in Tilburg-West, the OudeWarande, the Kaais-
toep, a forest of 4.5km2, and partially, Huis Ter Heide in
the northwest of Tilburg, a 6.5km2-sized natural redevel-
opment area. Out of the municipality, there’s a national
park called Loonse en Drunense Duinen which includes
dunes of drift sand from the west coast.

7.6 Sports

The local football team is Willem II, named in remem-
brance of King William II.
Tilburg Ten Miles is an annual road running competition
held in Tilburg.
Students sports like rowing and hockey are popular as
well. Tilburg hosts three field hockey clubs that play in
top national leagues.
Tilburg has an ice skating rink, including the speed skat-
ing rink Ireen Wüst IJsbaan of 400m. Within the speed
skating rink there’s an ice hockey field. The Hockey team
Tilburg Trappers also does well in the Eredivisie (Dutch
Premier League).

8 Transport

Tilburg has three railway stations: Tilburg (Centraal),
Tilburg Universiteit and Tilburg Reeshof. The third
of them, Station Tilburg Reeshof was built to connect
the then-latest district of Tilburg, the Reeshof. Inter-
city trains only stop at Tilburg (centraal). The name of
Tilburg Universiteit Station was from its construction in
1968 to December 2010 Tilburg West, however, after

40 years, it was not the westernmost station anymore. A
fourth railway station is planned for Berkel-Enschot, also
in the municipality of Tilburg and more getting absorbed
by Tilburg. In the past, until 1938, Berkel-Enschot had al-
ready its own train station. Udenhout, lying further north-
east in the municipality, also had its train station until
1938. Both stations are on the line to 's-Hertogenbosch.
The Tilburg city- and local buses are operated by Veolia
Transport Nederland. The city experimented from 2005
to 2008 with free public transport for children and 55+-
people. Before Veolia took over the bus network, it was
operated by BBA (abbreviation for Brabants(ch)e Buurt-
spoorwegen en Autobussen).
Tilburg has an extensive bicycle path network called
Sternet-Routes. The first bicycle path of this network
was built between the city center and the university
in 1975. From the mid-1990s, multiple bicycle paths
(rather than lanes along the road) have been built. Since
most of these have been paved by tiles, there is an in-
creasing call for asphalt-paved paths. For this network of
bicycle paths, there are built some new tunnels; under the
railway that crosses the city.[36]

Tilburg is, at variance from other Dutch cities of a similar
size, connected by only one national motorway, the A58 /
E312 (to Breda and Eindhoven). An outer beltway, con-
sisting of two provincial 2x2-roads and the A58, has been
finished in May 2012.[37] Although the outer beltway is
fully navigable, the Burgemeester Bechtweg, which was
built initially as a two-lane (one per direction) road, will
be finished in 2013. Two other routes are of consider-
able importance for Tilburg: the A261/N261 toWaalwijk
and the A65/N65 to 's-Hertogenbosch. Neither is a com-
plete motorway, and both experience bottlenecks. Vari-
ous plans exist to build both to higher standards, with the
N261 improved in 2015.[38]

9 International relations

9.1 Twin towns — Sister cities

See also: List of twin towns and sister cities in The
Netherlands

Tilburg is twinned with:

10 Gallery
• Tilburg, view at Heuvelstraat

• Tilburg, the Saint Denis Church, known as the:
Heikese Kerk

• City Hall of Tilburg, called: Paleis-Raadhuis

• Tilburg, StadsHeer

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Festival_Mundial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loonse_en_Drunense_Duinen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willem_II_(football_club)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg_Ten_Miles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_skating_rink
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_skating_rink
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ice_hockey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg_Trappers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg_railway_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg_Universiteit_railway_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg_Reeshof_railway_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reeshof
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berkel-Enschot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Udenhout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg%E2%80%93Nijmegen_railway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veolia_Transport_Nederland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veolia_Transport_Nederland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Segregated_cycle_facilities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A58_motorway_(Netherlands)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_route_E312
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waalwijk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%2527s-Hertogenbosch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_twin_towns_and_sister_cities_in_The_Netherlands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_twin_towns_and_sister_cities_in_The_Netherlands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Town_twinning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_Hall_of_Tilburg
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=StadsHeer&action=edit&redlink=1
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• Tilburg, Heuvel

• Tilburg University

• Also Tilburg has Stolpersteine

11 Notable people from Tilburg

Vincent van Gogh’s school picture.

• Bram van Eijden, (1998) Footballer of Sarto

• Bart le Blanc, Vice President, European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

• Remy Bonjasky, martial artist; originally from
Suriname

• Cilvaringz, rapper affiliated with Wu-Tang Clan

• Vincent van Gogh, attended the King Willem II
school, where he was taught painting

• Theo l' Herminez (1921–1997), painter

• Henk Krol (1950), member of parliament

• Guus Meeuwis, singer-songwriter, attended Tilburg
University

• Michael van Poppel, “BNO News"-founder

• Leonard Retel Helmrich, cinematographer and film
director

• Bas Rutten, Mixed Martial Artist

• Theo van de Sande, cinematographer

• Norbert Schmelzer, minister

• Ruben van Assouw, sole survivor of Afriqiyah Air-
ways Flight 771

• Cornelis van Spaendonck, still lifes painter in Paris
and at the Manufacture de Sèvres (miniatures on
porcelain); died in

• Gerard van Spaendonck, painter

• Hennie Vrienten, musician, composer

• Floor Jansen, Singer-songwriter, Nightwish

12 See also
• Jewish Tilburg

• Brabantian

• Intercultural cities
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15 Text and image sources, contributors, and licenses

15.1 Text
• Tilburg Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilburg?oldid=684241288 Contributors: Tarquin, Jeronimo, Andre Engels, Rmhermen,

Patrick, Jimfbleak, Marteau, WhisperToMe, Eugene van der Pijll, Dale Arnett, Bobblewik, Gordoni, Yardcock, Pethan, Kareeser, Pi-
capica, Rich Farmbrough, Geoking66, Aecis, Darwinek, Physicistjedi, Juntas, Zr40, Sonuwe, Yamla, AndreasPraefcke, LukeSurl, B1mbo,
Isfisk, Tabletop, Wikix, Fwend, FlaBot, Eubot, Bgwhite, Tiikeri, Roboto de Ajvol, YurikBot, RobotE, Petiatil, Arado, Gaius Cornelius,
Fnorp, Reino Baptista, Tony1, Odemars, Mjroots, SmackBot, Eskimbot, Hmains, Cs-wolves, Chris the speller, MalafayaBot, Darius
Dhlomo, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Rick86, Julius Sahara, Green Giant, Black Orchid, CaAl, Frokor, Sara.yafi, Courcelles, Gpiantoni,
ShelfSkewed, Cydebot, Przemek Jahr, DumbBOT, Mr. Swiveller, Thijs!bot, Mojo Hand, Marek69, James086, Escarbot, Kaini, Magio-
laditis, Gekedo, Twsx, The Anomebot2, Mtl1969, MetsBot, CommonsDelinker, AlexiusHoratius, Mausy5043, Lasancmt, James Brush,
Idioma-bot, VolkovBot, TXiKiBoT, Miguel Chong, Wobuzowatsj, Wikiisawesome, Nikosgreencookie, Nonobody, Aec is away, SieBot,
StAnselm, Roderick1975, KoshVorlon, Fratrep, Sergiogr, Usernamedit, Schalkcity, Plastikspork, ColinHelvensteijn, Mild Bill Hiccup, Ro-
tational, DragonBot, PixelBot, Sweden555, Arjayay, BOTarate, Stepheng3, DumZiBoT, XLinkBot, Addbot, Cingulata~enwiki, AndersBot,
Numbo3-bot, Lightbot, Zorrobot, Xenobot, Archengigi, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Amirobot, Guy1890, Psdeano, AnomieBOT, Archon
2488, Materialscientist, Bob Burkhardt, ArthurBot, Xqbot, Mike-Kerkhoven, 78.26, Eugene-elgato, Michielverbeek, Hushpuckena, Fres-
coBot, Stmaryarchives, Rubenescio, Haeinous, Diwas, Janwillemvanaalst, Jauhienij, Pietersiebers, Lotje, Suffusion of Yellow, Croonstad,
EmausBot, John of Reading, WikitanvirBot, GoingBatty, TuHan-Bot, PBS-AWB, SporkBot, Evaristé93, ClueBot NG, MIKHEIL, Sngn-
isfuk, Antonretel, Snotbot, Devilecstasy, O.Koslowski, Rezabot, Widr, Dgwdekker, BG19bot, OPolkruikenz, ZeaForUs, J187B, Jacques
Banana, BattyBot, Cyberbot II, The Illusive Man, YFdyh-bot, Amschouten, Peeotreck, Webclient101, Mogism, Makecat-bot, The Anony-
mouse, SnrRailways, CRwikiCA, Timthemil, Johanmontana, LouisAragon, Eustachiusz, Monkbot, Wwikix, Dlsqor, Dreamian, KasparBot
and Anonymous: 138

15.2 Images
• File:Coat_of_arms_of_Tilburg.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cb/Coat_of_arms_of_Tilburg.svg Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: Hoge Raad van Adel SVG is own work. Original artist: unkown, svg by User:Arch

• File:Commons-logo.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/4a/Commons-logo.svg License: ? Contributors: ? Original
artist: ?

• File:Compass_rose_pale.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Compass_rose_pale.svg License: CC-BY-
SA-3.0 Contributors: svg version of Image:Compass-rose-pale.png, made to look similar to Image:Reinel compass rose.svg. Original artist:
Fibonacci

• File:East.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Boxed_East_arrow.svg License: Public domain Contribu-
tors: DarkEvil. Original artist: DarkEvil

• File:Flag_of_Japan.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/9e/Flag_of_Japan.svg License: PD Contributors: ? Origi-
nal artist: ?

• File:Flag_of_Nicaragua.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/19/Flag_of_Nicaragua.svg Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: Own work based on: <a data-x-rel='nofollow' class='external text' href='https:
//docs.google.com/viewer?a=v,<span>,&,</span>,q=cache:tRiqYRg_YJ4J:www.casc.gob.ni/index.php?option%3Dcom_
docman%26task%3Ddoc_download%26gid%3D704%26Itemid%3D4+ley+sobre+los+simbolo+patrios+nicaragua+
2002,<span>,&,</span>,hl=es,<span>,&,</span>,gl=ni,<span>,&,</span>,pid=bl,<span>,&,</span>,srcid=ADGEEShaqFptSDRqZyUoeWlWgMGTvcFvWOsTQZlTlyvedBwKROAimbxEBMh6XvMzWTEvPSShZSsfAmNjgHCsxaa_mL_oAI0_ziRjWy2hVI1bLM1ox1uT29qoxXXbvNVc5V6UULXA5Zem,<span>,&,</span>,sig=AHIEtbRqa3CfiX_QHt0oFqu6kSyS3jJjfQ'>Law
About Characteristics And Use Of Patriotic Symbols of Nicaragua</a> Original artist: C records (talk · contribs)

• File:Flag_of_Poland.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/12/Flag_of_Poland.svg License: Public domain Contrib-
utors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Flag_of_Serbia.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Flag_of_Serbia.svg License: Public domain
Contributors: From http://www.parlament.gov.rs/content/cir/o_skupstini/simboli/simboli.asp. Original artist: sodipodi.com

• File:Flag_of_South_Africa.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/af/Flag_of_South_Africa.svg License:
Public domain Contributors: Per specifications in the Constitution of South Africa, Schedule 1 - National flag Original artist: Flag de-
sign by Frederick Brownell, image by Wikimedia Commons users

• File:Flag_of_Tanzania.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Flag_of_Tanzania.svg License: Public do-
main Contributors: ? Original artist: ?

• File:Flag_of_Tilburg.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ae/Flag_of_Tilburg.svg License: Public domain
Contributors: SVG is own work. Original artist: Original by Pedrolano.

• File:Flag_of_the_Netherlands.svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/20/Flag_of_the_Netherlands.svg Li-
cense: Public domain Contributors: Own work Original artist: Zscout370

• File:Map_-_NL_-_Municipality_code_0855_(2009).svg Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/56/Map_-_NL_
-_Municipality_code_0855_%282009%29.svg License: CC BY-SA 3.0 Contributors: own work , using CBS data Original artist:
Michiel1972 (<a href='//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User_talk:Michiel1972' title='User talk:Michiel1972'>talk</a>) 23:38, 24 January
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